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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Sz be a bounded open set in R”, with C2 boundary X2, and let T> 0. 
For each x E 852, let v(x) = (v,(x), . . . . v,(x)) be the exterior normal vector to 
X2 at the point x. We fix, once and for all, a number T > 0, and we set 
QT= [0, T] x0, ST= [0, T] xi%-2 
We consider a variational parabolic problem in QT, 
U, = Di(U,iZly,) + Dj(ajU) + l?i”r, + CU +fo + Djfj, (1.1) 
supported either with Dirichlet initial-boundary condition 
40, x) = u,(x), XEO, 
41, xl = g(4 XL (4 xl E s, 
(1.2) 
or with Neumann (conormal) initial-boundary condition 
40, x) = u,(x), XEQ 
a,(4 X) V;(X) u,y,(t, X) + ai(r, X) vi(x) U(t, X) (1.3) 
+"fifi(t, x) Vi(X) = g(t, x), (4 x) E ST. 
Here and in the following, repeated indices are to be summed from 1 to n. 
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The coefftcients arir ai, b,, c (i, j = 1, . . . . n) and the functions f, 
(i=O 9 ..., n) belong either to 
P*.‘(Q,)= (4~ C(Q,): sup ((t -sy* 
0 5 d < I s 7-L x. ?‘ E 32. ‘I z .L 
+ I-u-yl”)-’ I&r, .u)-&s, ],)I < +iG) 
or to 
x Id(b -u) - @(f, J)I < + a 1, o<cc< 1. 
The parabolicity condition is 
a,(r, x) &p61~1’ V( t, x) E QT, Vc E R” 
with 6 > 0. 
(1.4) 
A continuous function u with continuous spatial first order derivatives 
u,, is said to be a (generalized) solution of ( 1.1 )-( 1.2) if u( t, x) = g( t, ?I) for 
0 d t < T, x E &CC?, and moreover 
s [-u(t,~~)L~,(t,s)+a,i(t,X)#.,,(t,~Y)L’.,(t,~~) QT 
+a;(& .u)u(t, x) Ll.,,(f, .u) 
-h;(t,?c)u.,(t,.~)u(t,~)-c(t,~)~(t,?~)u(t,.~)] d,xdt 
= s Zig ~(0, x) d-x R 
+S,,Cfo(r,.~)u(r,~,-r,(t,.~,u,(r,.~)]dxdr 
for every smooth L’ vanishing on S,u (T} x ST. Similarly, u is said to be a 
(generalized) solution of (1.1 )-( 1.3) if 
s C-44 -Y) u,(t, x) + u,(t, .Y) zqt, x) L’Jf, x) QT 
+ ui(f, dy) u(f3 x) L!Y,(~T wy) 
- bi( t, x) u.,( t, x) u( t, x) - c( t, x) u( t, x) L)( t, x)] dx dt 
= .F uo(x) ~(0, x) d.u + s Cfo(4 xl t’(4 -y) R QT 
-f,(t, s) tj,,(t, x)] dx dt + j-S, g(t, x) u(f, xl da.,. dt 
for every smooth function L’ vanishing on {T} x a. 
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Problems (l.l)-(1.2), (l.l)-(1.3) have been studied for many years by 
classical methods, and several Htilder regularity results have been obtained 
(see, e.g., [7], where, however, either discontinuous or differentiable coef- 
ficients are considered). Here we find optimal regularity results in the 
classes C X’2.X( &) and C”,‘(Q,) for the Dirichlet problem, and in the class 
CE”,‘(Q.) for the Neumann problem. Our main results are the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a bounded open set in R” with C’ boundary. We 
awme that: 
(i) a,, a;, bi. c,f,~ C’~*~‘(Q,) (resp. E C’.‘(Q,)) for i,j= 1, . . . . n, 
arld ( 1.4) holds; 
(ii) u~EC’+‘(Q), g~C”+X’~‘~‘+a(ST); 
(iii) Us = g(0, X) VX E 8R. 
Then problem ( 1.1 )-( 1.2) has a unique solution u belonging to 
THEOREM 2. Let a be a bounded open set in R” tcith C* boundary. We 
assume that : 
(iv) ao, ai, bi, c, fiEP2.‘(QT) for i, j= 1, . . . . n, and (1.4) holds; 
(v) uoEC’fm(SZ), gEc~~2~z(sT); 
(vi) a,(O, x) D,uO(x) v,(s) + a,(O, x) vi(x) zlo(.Y) + fiCO, s) vi(x) = 
g(0, .Ic ) v's E~dQ. 
Then problem ( 1.1 )-( 1.3) has a unique solution u belonging to 
Ct~+l)*.~+X(QT), 
Let u be the solution of (l.l)-( 1.2) given by Theorem 1. Since u belongs 
to c ‘I,+ ‘1’. ’ +‘(Qr), then the first order spatial derivatives of u belong 
to Cz,z.X(QT), so that Di(a,iu.,)+Di(aiu)+b,D,u+cu has the same 
regularity of the datum f. + Djf,, both in the case where the fj’s belong to 
C”‘,‘(Q.) and in the case where they belong to C”.‘(QT.). Moreover, we 
can also show that t -+ u(t, .) is differentiable with values in W ~ ‘*“(fi) and 
(1.1) holds in the WP’.P(!S) sense for each p> 1, so that, by (l.l), u, also 
has the same regularity off0 + Difj. In other words, Theorem 1 gives an 
optimal regularity result for the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem in the classes 
CX:‘.l(QT) and C’,‘(Q.). 
Theorem 2 states a similar optimal regularity result for the Cauchy- 
Neumann problem in the class C”‘~‘(Q~). We can show, by giving a 
counterexample, that the corresponding optimal regularity result does not 
hold in the class C”,X(Q.). 
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The result with respect to the Cauchy-Neumann problem was also 
shown in [S, S] by different techniques. We believe that such techniques 
allow us to treat also the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem in the case of 
P““(Q,) data. 0 ur result concerning the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem in 
the case of CoS”(QT) data seems to be new. 
Our approach here is similar to the one developed in [9] for non-varia- 
tional equations. The heart of the paper is the study of the case where the 
coefficients a+ ai, b,, c do not depend on time, and the general case is 
treated by a perturbation argument, which works due to the maximal 
regularity results found in the autonomous case. 
Let us describe our method in the case of the Dirichlet problem. First of 
all, we show that, setting 
X= 
1 
f$E n (w;p(n))*: 3&, . ..) 4nE C(sz) such that 4=$40+oifji ) 
P>L I 
then, for each toe [0, r], the realization A of the operator 
~(to)=D~(~~(t~,~)~/~~~~)+D;(~~(t~,~)I)+bi(t~,~)d/d~~~+~(t~,~)I 
(where (O,c, 4) = -Jn ((I) $.Y,(.~) d.u VIE Wkp(52)), with zero Dirichlet 
boundary condition, generates an analytic semigroup erA in X. This was 
shown also in [20]; here we simplify and shorten the proof of [20], 
following a unified approach for the Dirichlet and the Neumann problem. 
Then, for 0 < I, < t, < T we consider problem 
u,=d(fo)U+fO+ i D,fj, t,,<t<t,, 
i= I 
u(t,, x) = uo(x), XEQ, (1.5) 
44 .x) = g(t, x), t,<t<t,,xEaQ 
(with uOliiR = g(to,.) and we show that its solution may be represented by 
the formula 
s 
r u(t) =e”-ro)Auo + e”ps’“[f(s) + d(ro) Dg(s)] ds 
4 
-A ’ e’rps’a Dg(s) ds, 
s t,<r<t,, (1.6) 10 
where we have set u(t) = u( t, . ), f( t) = fo( I,. ) + Difi ( I, ), and D is any map- 
ping in L(C(&S), C(w))nI,(C’+‘(&2), C’+‘(n)) such that 05(x)=((x) 
Vg E C(EX2). Moreover we prove that the functions s + f(s) + d(t,) Dg(s) 
and s -+ Dg(s) have values in suitable interpolation spaces between X and 
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the domain of A in X. Finally, we apply known regularity results for 
abstract parabolic equations with data in interpolation spaces, and we get 
our optimal regularity result for problem (1.5). Problem (1.1)( 1.2) is then 
solved in a small interval [0, t,] via a perturbation argument, which can 
be repeated in [to, 2r,], then in [4t,, 3r,], and so on, up to cover the 
whole [0, r]. 
We remark that a similar simple perturbation argument allows us also to 
treat quasilinear equations with the nonlinear boundary condition (this 
was done in [S], to which we refer the interested reader) 
Since one works in spaces of Holder continuous functions, no growth 
assumptions are needed to prove local existence and uniqueness of the 
solution. Such problems have been studied also in the framework of W’,” 
spaces (p > n), employing abstract evolution equations techniques: see 
[2, 33, where also systems are considered. Using the Sobolev spaces instead 
of Holder spaces in nonlinear problems creates some difficulties: for 
instance, in [2] uniqueness of the solution is not shown, except in the case 
where f is linear with respect to Du; in [3] only the semilinear case 
a,- = a,(t, X) is considered, and moreover one needs suitable growth 
assumptions onJ Of course, the initial value IQ, should belong to W’.“(Q), 
with p > n; whereas we need that u0 E C’ +‘(a), with a > 0. 
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we show some properties 
of the functional spaces used throughout, and we prove the equivalence 
between the abstract and the concrete formulations of problems (1.1 )-( 1.2), 
(l.l)-( 1.3). In Section 3 we prove generations of analytic semigroups by 
elliptic operators with continuous (not necessarily Holder continuous) 
coefficients in the space X mentioned above to deal with the Cauchy- 
Dirichlet problem, and in the space (4 E np,, ( W’~“(sZ))*: 3&,, . . . . 4, E 
C(a) such that d =&+ Dicji) (where, now, (D,t, C#J) = --fn t(x) $.J.Y) d.x 
VIE W’.“(Q)) to deal with the Cauchy-Neumann problem. Moreover we 
characterize the interpolation spaces we need in the application of the 
general theory to problems (l.l)-( 1.2), (l.l)-( 1.3). In Section 4 we study 
problems (l.l)-( 1.2), (1.1 )-( 1.3) in the autonomous case and we give the 
counterexample to the optimal C”.a(QT) regularity in the Cauchy- 
Neumann problem. Finally, in Section 5 we study the non-autonomous 
case. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper, Q denotes a bounded open set in R”, with C2 
boundary ~22. This means that there are an open covering of XI, 
{U I, ..., U,Vl, and C’ diffeomorphisms rk: u,+B(R”)= {PER”: 1~1 < 1) 
with positive Jacobian determinant, such that rk( U, n 0) = B, (R”) = 
{ 11 E B(R”): >I= (y’, y,), yrr 2 0} for k = 1, . . . . N. Since Q is bounded, there 
are also M open balls U,V, , , . . . . &+ ,,, c R such that Ux- = ,,...,,v +,+, Uk 
contains ST. 
To treat the Cauchy-Dirichlet and the Cauchy-Neumann problems, we 
shall consider the Banach spaces ( W:y(Q))* = WP’.“‘(Q) and ( WL.y(Q))* 
for 1 <q < co. Each element f of such spaces admits a (not unique) 
representation of the form 
Vq5 E Wk9(Q) (resp. V4 E W1,9(Q)) 
with fin L9’(sZ), q’ = q/(q - l), for i= 0, . . . . n. For short, we shall write 
f =fo + LIifj. To avoid confusion, for each 5 in W’q9(Q) we denote by l,V, 
or a</&, the derivative of 5 with respect o xi, whereas for each r in Lq’(R) 
we denote by Dit the element of W,$9(i?) (resp. W’.9(Q))*) defined by 
VC$ E Wig(Q) (resp. Vd E W’,9(Q)). 
Hence, Di4 is not necessarily a distributional derivative. The norm is 
given by 
llfll = inf i llfill Lq.(a): f=fo + 0i.h 
i=o 
Obviously, ( W’-9(Q))* is contained in ( Wk9(Q))*, and there is a natural 
embedding of L9’(Q) in ( W’~9(Q))*: we shall identify throughout any L”’ 
function f. with the functional 
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We shall consider also the Banach spaces E,, E defined by 
E, = fg n ( W;p(f2))*: 3f,, . . . . fne C(n) 
P>l 
llfllEo=inf i: llfill, :f=fo+Di.L 
i i=O I 
E = f~ n ( W’,p(L’))*: 3fo, . . . . f, E C(o) 
P>l 
(2.2) 
i IlLll,:f=fo+DiL 
i=O 
and their subspaces C”(Q), C;“(Q) (0 < c( < 1) defined by 
C+(Q)= {f~E,:3f, ,..., ~,,EC’-‘(~) such thatf=f,+D,f,}, 
1 
(2.3) 
llfll C-‘(Q) = inf i Ilf,ll cl-l,nj: f=.h + Difi 
i=O I 
Cca(Q)= {f~E:3f,,...,f,~C’-‘(~j) such thatf=f,+D,f,, 
and .L.ri = 0 on i?Q}, (2.4) 
llfll c;‘(n) = f’=fo + Dih}. 
Let Z be any Banach space of functions defined in R or in 0, and let a <b. 
We define 
B([a,b];Z)={u: [a,b]+ZI sup Ilu(t)ll,<coJ 
rr<r<h 
Then B( [a, b]; Z) is a Banach space, endowed with the sup norm. 
Let U: [a, b] + Z. Throughout the paper, unless some confusion arises, 
we shall identify the function u with the function (t, x) -+ u(t)(x), defined 
in [a, b] x Q (resp. in [a, b] x Q). Conversely, if U: [a, b] x Q + C (or 
o: [a, b] x a -+ C) is any function such that ZI( t, . ) belongs to some Banach 
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space Z for every TV [a, 61, we shall identify r with the function 
[a, b] + Z, t -+ LI(~, . ). With this identification we have obviously 
Cx’2.r( [a, b] x Ss) = P2( [a, b]; C(Q)) n B( [a, b]; C’(D)), 
Co3’( [a, b] x .O) = C( [a, b]; C(D)) n B( [a, b]; C’(a)). 
We have also 
for every u E C”,‘( [a, b] x Ss), and 
Ilull cO.‘([u.b]xa, d I14C’[cr.b];c’n”+ ll~lIBIcu.6]:cw,~ 
6 m4 Co z’ Cu.61 x 0) 
for every u E C”.‘( [a, b] x 0). Moreover the following lemma holds: 
LEMMA 2.1. For each CI E 10, 1 [ ‘ye have 
Cc’+~‘~2([u,b];C(~))nB([u,b];C’+a(B))cCZ’Z([u,b];C’(~)), 
and the embedding constant is independent of a, 6. 
Proof: Let c > 0 be such that 11~11c’~05, d ~(ll~ll~~~,)“~‘~~+” 
(11~11 C,+,(O;i))““+” for every 4~ C’+‘(Q). Then for each UE C”+“:‘2( [a, b]; 
C(fl))nB([u,b]; C’+“(@)ands,r~[u,b] we have 
II4f) - 4s)ll Cl,rz’ 
~C~IIU(t~-u(S~lI.(,,)“““t (llu(t)--u(s)ll.~+.(,,)‘~‘“+” 
<c((~-s)“+y’~2 [u]~‘I+~,z’c,.~,.c(~)‘)iL~‘~+l’ (2 ~UIIB(C~,~,;C1+~(~~,)‘~‘a+‘~ 
,<2 l”Z+“~~I/~I/~~~+~~~‘~~.b,;C,~‘, + Ilull B’Ca.h,:C’+‘,lI,))(f-S)5~2. I 
The next corollary is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.2. For each LY E 10, l[ ‘b’e have 
C’1+Z’..2,‘+X([u,~]x~)=C”+“‘~ ([u,bl; C(a))nB(Cu, 61; C’+YW)) 
and there is c ,( LY. 9) > 0, independent of a, b, such that for every 
uEC”+“;*,‘+‘([u,b]x~) it holds 
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Also the next interpolatory inclusion will be used in the sequel. By 
Lip( [a, b]; Z) we mean the space of all Lipschitz continuous functions 
from [a, h] to Z, endowed with its usual norm. 
LEMMA 2.3. For each CI E 10, l[ ‘re have 
Lip([a, b]; Cx-‘(Q))n B([a, b]; C’+‘(~))C Ci’+“~“,‘+u([a, b] xfi) 
Lip([a,b];C~~‘(Q))nB([a,b];C’+“(SZ))cC”+”J;”~’+“([a,b]x~) 
and the embedding constants are independent on a and 6. 
Prooj Due to Corollary 2.2, we have only to show that every 
UE B([a, b]; C’+‘(Q)) n Lip( [a, h]; C-‘(G)) (resp. Lip( [a, b]; Cl,-‘(Q)) 
belongs also to C “+“‘2( [a, 61; C(a)). To this aim, we first prove the 
estimates 
II& ~~(II~IIC’.~L,R,)“+x’~2 ~11~11~1+‘,~,~~‘--“2, 
(2.5) 
11~11 ,% 6 4 II411 c:y+n,) “+y’z (11411 Cl+U,ii))“-x~~2 
for every 4 E C ’ + “(Q). 
It is sufficient to prove (2.5) in the case of smooth %2, the general case 
being a consequence. If dQ is smooth, the solution u (resp. ZI) of the elliptic 
problem 
Au=& ulm=O (resp. Ar - v = 4, dc/Sv = 0 on i)Q) 
belongs to C 3+X(Q) thanks to the Schauder’s theorem, and ll~ll~~+,~~,d 
cllc4l C~+r,o, (rev. II4 c3+l(B, G~ll4ll c’+z,a,). Moreover we have ll~ll~‘+~,~,d 
MlC-l+~rn,~ thanks to [4], and Il~~ll~‘+~,~, <cll~llC:-‘,R,, thanks to [19, 
Chap. 31. Then we get 
11411 r = lldull x d Ilull c~,a,dconst.(Ilull,~+~,ii,)“+2’~2 (II~IIC~+~,~~)“-1’~‘2 
and also 
11411, = lIA~~-vll %G II~llc~,,~Q~~~~~.~ll~~ll C”‘(li) ) “+%)‘2 (IIL~IIC.‘+‘,~,)(‘~Z’/2 
and (2.5) is proved. The statement follows now arguing as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.1. i 
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We end the section by writing an abstract formulation of problems 
(l.l)-(1.2) and (l.l)( 1.3). It is not difficult to see that if u belongs 
either to C’( [0, r]; E,) n C( [0, r]; C(Q)) or to C’( [0, r]; E) n C( [O. T]; 
C(Q)) and u: Q, + R is a smooth function, then 
joT(ut,u(r;))dt=j -u(t,x)L~,(t,x)d,udf 
QT 
+ j CUT, x)Ll(~, s)-uo(x)L~(~, dl dsy. 
R 
Therefore, a function u E C’( [0, T]; E,) n C” fc1’;2.’ +‘(Q,) is a solution of 
(l.l)( 1.2) if and only if u satisfies (1.2) and for every t E [0, T] we have 
in the EO sense. 
TO write problem (1.1 t( 1.3) as an evolution equation in the space E, we 
have to represent the functional 4 -+ fc,n g(r, x)&x) do, in the form 
lo(f) + Difi(t). We remark that the choice 
l()( f, x) = z( f, x), !;(I, x) = z,,( f, x), 
where z is the solution of 
dz( f, . ) = z( f, . ) in Sz, &( f, . )/dv = g( f, . ) in LK2, 
is not suitable for our purpose, because even if g E C’~‘,‘( S,), the functions 
I, do not belong necessarily to C”*( [0, r]; C(o)). Therefore, we state the 
following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. For every g E Cz’2.x(ST) there exist I, E P2-“(QT), 
j= 0, . . . . n, such that 
and 
with c independent of g. 
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Proof: By locally flattening the boundary, it is sufficient to solve our 
problem with Sz replaced by B + (R”), dR replaced by Z = (J E R”: 1.~1 6 1, 
~1,~ = O>, and g E C”‘.‘( [O, r] x Z) such that g( t, 1”) = 0 for I$( >, I- E. In 
this case, for 0 < t d T and 1’ = ( .I!‘, .r,, ) E B + (R”), we set 
I”(& .1’) = g(r, ?,‘)4’(Y,). 
I,(t, y)=O. i= 1, . . . . n - 1, 
LA4 .Y) = dL .v’)aY,,)T 
where 5 E C x ( [0, + DS [) is any function such that r(.r) = 1 for 0 d J d E/2, 
and r(r)=0 for ~3s. Then 
and we have I, = Sj?y,, I,, , so that for each v E W ‘. “(B + (R”)), p > n, we get 
=I [I,(4 ?‘)rl(Y)--l,(c J)rl.r,(.Y)l 4 VIE [0, T]. [ B+IR”) 
Thanks to Proposition 2.4, we can see easily that a function 
UEC’([O, T];E)nC”+‘J’2.‘+z (Q7) is a solution of (1.1 )-( 1.3) if and only 
if 
u’W=&@,(~, ‘1 U,,(t, .))+Di(ai(t, .)u(t, .)) 
+~i(~~~)u~,(t,~)+c(2,~)u(t,~)+f,(t,.) 
+Io(t,.)+o,~(t;)+Djl,(t;), O<t<T, 
u(0) = uo, 
where I,, . . . . I,, are given by Proposition 2.4. 
3. GENERATION OF ANALYTIC SEMIGROUPS AND 
CHARACTERIZATION OF INTERPOLATION SPACES 
We consider here coefficients a,, aj, bi, c E C(a) (i, j= 1, ..,, n), satisfying 
the ellipticity condition (1.4). We follow the notation of [ 171, defining the 
sesquilinear form 
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a(u, v)= s R [-aii(.u)u,,(x)o.,(.u)-ai(x)u(x)o,,(x) 
+ h,(x) u.,(x) V(x) + c(x) u(x) t’(x)] d,x 
= (Di(Ui,U,,) + D,(a,u) + b,D;u + CM, v) (3.1) 
in W’.p(Q) x W’~P’(Q), 1 < p < ,x, p’ = p/(p - 1). Moreover, we set 
VP = W$P(Q) or VP = W’.P(Q) according as the boundary condition is of 
Dirichlet or of Neumann type, and we define an operator A,: VP + V$ by 
(A,u, v) =a(~, v) for u E VP. v E VP.. (3.2) 
Let E,, E be the spaces defined in (2.1) (2.2). Again, we set X= E, or 
X= E according to if the boundary condition is of Dirichlet or of 
Neumann type. We define an operator A in X by 
Au = A,u vp> 1. (3.3) 
We state now the main results of the section. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 2<p< rye. Then the operator A,: D(A,)= VP- V,“I 
generates an analytic semigroup in V$. There are C,, R, > 0, 9, E 17~12, x[, 
depending on R, the ellipticity constant 6, the sup norm, and the modulus of 
continuitlv of the coefficients, such that the resolvent set of A, contains the 
sectorS,={IIEC: 111>R,, largII<0,),und 
14 llL411 “7 + I4 I.* Ilull LP(R) + Ilull &r(Q) 
< C,llAu - Aull c.I: VUE D(A,). (3.4) 
THEOREM 3.2. The operator A: D(A) + X generates an analytic semi- 
group in X. For every p > n there are C, R > 0, 8 E 1742, z [, depending only 
on Q, the ellipticity constant b, the sup norm, and the modulus of continuity 
of the coefficients, such that the resolvent set of A contains the sector 
S= (2~ C: 111 2 R, larg 11 <0}, and 
I4 Ilull,+ lll’;2 Ilull % + sup IAlrr+ Ilull W1.qQnB(.r,(i(m’2)) 
.r E 32 
6 Cllh- Aullx Vu E D(A). (3.5) 
Theorem 3.1 (without the estimate 1i.l”’ IJu(I Lp(pj < Cl/k - AMI/ y$ was 
shown in [ 171 under the assumptions that dS2 is smooth, and 
aii, ai, big C’(o), c E L”(Q). The extension of the result to the case of C’ 
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boundary is not completely standard; so that we give a detailed proof. The 
extension of the result to the case of continuous coeffkients is important for 
further developments of the theory, for instance for the applications to 
quasilinear equations. Such an extension is proved by a localization proce- 
dure similar to the one of [6, proofs of Theorems 6.2, 8.32, 8.331. Finally, 
the estimate on the Lp norm of ~1 can be useful in other situations, such as 
the characterization of interpolation spaces between D(A,) and VT (which 
we do not consider here). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In three steps. First of all, we show the state- 
ment in the case p = 2. Then, we show that if Theorem 3.1 holds under the 
additional assumption that dQ is smooth, then it holds also in the case of 
C2 boundary. Finally, we show the statement for any p 3 2, assuming that 
i7Q is smooth. 
First step: the case p = 2. For fi E L’(Q), existence and uniqueness of 
the solution of 
lu - Di(ai,u,,) + Di(a,u) + biDi + cu = f. + Difi (3.6) 
for Re 1 large, can be proved using Lax-Milgram Lemma. To find estimate 
(3.4) it is sufficient to choose u as test function in both members of (3.6). 
Existence, uniqueness, and the estimate for % in a sector follow in a 
standard way. 
Second step: reduction to the case of smooth boundary. Assume that 
the statement holds in the case of smooth iiQ. Let U,, . . . . U, + ,bf be the sets 
mentioned at the beginning of Section 2, and for every k = 1, . . . . N + A4 let 
8, E C,“( U,) be such that 0 d 0, < 1 and I,“:? 0, = 1 in a neighborhood 
of R. 
We restrict first to the case 2 < p < 2* = 2n/(n - 2) if n > 2 (no restriction 
if n < 2). For every i E S, and f = f. + D,fi E Vz let u E Vz be the solution 
of Au - Azu = f (u exists and is unique by Step 1). For every k = 1, . . . . 
Nt M, the function v = 8,~ satisfies 
~tl-A,a=D,Cfie,+ajiu(e,).,l+foek-fr(ek)r, 
+a,~.,(~~).,+ (ai+bi)46kL, (3.7) 
in supp 8, n R = {X E Q: f?,(x) # 0}, whose boundary is smooth for 
k = N+ 1, . . . . N + M. On the other hand, for k = 1, . . . . N, the function 
~~(?.)=~~(T~‘().))u(T~‘(y))ldet~T,’(~’)~ (3.8) 
(J stands for the Jacobian matrix) satisfies 
h-i, - dii, = 7, + D,J: (3.9) 
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in rk,, where vk is any set with C” boundary such that B, (R”) I 
rk 3 s,(supp 0,) n B+(R”). Here A’ = Di(d, a/&x,) + D,(ii,I) + 8, d/ax, + cl, 
and 
i&i(~) =~,,(j) a/aXj[Tkll(~) a/a-~j[Tkl,,(j), 
i,j= 1 , . . . . 4 
cS,(~~)=a,();)d/Sx,[~,],(l:)-b~(~~)i?/ax~ldetJ~~‘(~)I, 
i = 1, . . . . n (3.10) 
gi(Y) =b,(F), 
i = 1, . . . . n, 
~(J?)=C(~)--6,(1')d/a.u, ldetJT;‘(p)[ 
and 
.L(Y) = cuw.9 +Q,,(J) awax, 4j91 
X a/a.Y,h];(j) Bidet .&‘(.V)I, i = 1, . . . . n, 
JAY) = Ce,(.f)fo(?‘) + (-f/(8 +a,(i’)u(J) (3.11) 
+6,(~)u(~))ae,/a?c,(,i)l ldetJT;‘(y)l 
+ U&t) ae,/aX,(j) au/ax,(j) ldet .rT;'(~')l, 
where J = T;‘(J), and [.rk]J.u) is the Ith component of the vector TJx). 
Therefore, for every k = 1, ..,, N+ A4 we have obtained elliptic equations in 
smooth open sets, with continuous coefficients and right hand side 
depending on U. Since u is in W’~z(Q), then it belongs also to L’*(Q) (if 
n > 2) or to Ly(Q) for every q (if n < 2) by the Sobolev embedding theorem, 
so that the right hand sides of (3.7) and (3.9) belong to Vz(supp 0,) 
and V,“( vk), respectively, and their V$ norm is estimated by const. 
llfo + Difill V;(Q). If the theorem holds in the case of smooth boundary, 
then f3,u and ii, belong to V,(supp 0,) and V,( pk), respectively, with 
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for k = N + 1, . . . . N + M, and 
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for k = 1, . . . . N. Then we get easily that u belongs to V,(Q), and 
121 II4 v; + 121 lb2 Ilull U(R, + Ilull w.r(n, d const. IIf0 + ~Jll ,r*p,R, (3.12) 
Repeating the same procedure, we find that u belongs to V, and (3.12) 
holds for 2 < p d 2n/(n - 4) if n > 4, for every p if n < 4. The proof ends 
after [n/2] steps. 
Third step: the case of smooth boundary. Again, we first consider 
the case 2<p<2*=2n/(n-2) if n>2. For every 1~s~ and f=fo+ 
DJ, E V;, let u E V, be the solution of Au - AI u = f: Moreover, for each 
x0 E 0 and r > 0, let 0 be a function such that 
0~ P(R”), 
e(x) = 1 for 1.~ - x,1 d r, etx) = 0 for 1.~ -x01 2 2r, 
li?e/~?~~(,~)l d 2/r for i = 1, . . . . n, s E R”. (3.13) 
Then the function t’ = 8u satisfies (3.7) in Q, with ok replaced by 8. Since 
tI vanishes outside B(x,, 2r), u satisfies also 
A~‘-Di(ai,(~o) l’,,)+Di(a,(~~o)r)+bi(,~,) D,U+CC 
= Di(C(qC.y,) + Di(ai~) + piDio + Di[h.f,e + ajjuO-y,] 
+foe-~fiB,+aj,u,e.,l+(ai+b,) ue., 
in Q, where 
Lx&) = 
i 
a,(x) - aii(xo) if 1.x - x01 < 2r, 
a,(,~,+2r(x--~o)/l-~-,~ol)-aiJ(-Yg) if I.x--xOI >2r 
and cc,, pi are similarly defined. Now, since u belongs to W’~2(Q), then it 
belongs also to L” (if n > 2) or to Ly for every q (if n < 2) by the Sobolev 
embedding theorem, so that D,[f# + a@,] +fOO + a,iu,,8.y, + b,ue,, is in 
VT, and its V,$ norm is estimated by const. llf0 + DJfiil V;,n,. Moreover, for 
every L’E VP, D,(cr,v,) + D,(cc,u) + jJ,Div belongs obviously to V:. Thanks 
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to [17], there are R,, cp >O, and 0, > 7~12 such that for 1111 2 R,, 
larg 111 <8,, the solution it’ = f-t) of 
1,1* - D;(a,-(x0) It’.+) + D,(a,(x,) IV) + bi(X,) D,w + Cl1 
= D,(a,pJ + D,(a,o) + p;o,c + Dj[f$3 + U,,Ufl~,] 
+fOe-f,e.~,+ai,u,e,+(“i+b,)ue., (3.14) 
belongs to VP, and 
Gc’ i Ilf-II 
[ i=O 
I LqR, + II~,(a,~,,) + DAa,u) + BiDi vp’ , 1 
where c’ is independent of r and x0. In particular, since lim, _ o [ jlaiill iL + 
llaill z + /lpi/l x ] = 0, then f is a contraction with constant l/2, provided r 
is sufficiently small, say r = ro. Therefore it has a unique fixed point M’ = Bu, 
with lIeuI v,, 6 2~’ Z:=o IV-ill Lp(n). Since Q is bounded, it can be covered by 
a finite number of balls with radius ro, so that we find that u belongs to 
VP and Ilull c,P d const. llfo + DJfilI ‘.;. From the equality lu- A,u = 
iu-A,u=fo+Dif, we find also Ilull ,,;<const. \,I( -’ lIfo+Difill c’;. 
Finally, the estimate Ilull Lo < const. 121 P’~‘z llfo + D,fill c’., can be obtained 
again by choosing u as test function in both members 0((3.6), and arguing 
exactly as in [12, p. 2151. 
Hence, our statement is proved for 2 <p <2n/(n- 2). Repeating the 
same procedure, we find that u belongs to VP and (3.4) holds for 
2 < p 6 2n/(n - 4) if n > 4, for every p if n < 4. Also in this case, the proof 
ends after [n/2] steps. 1 
Remark 3.3. The result of Theorem 3.1 can be extended to the case 
1 < p < 2 by a duality argument. 
For the proof of Theorem 3.2, we need some preliminary results. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let p > 2, let 4 E S,, f‘~ VJf, and let u E VP be the solution of 
Ilu - A, u = J There is a constant K, > 0 (independent of ,I and f) such that 
.g, II%, II LP(Rn B(.q,.rl) 
i, llfili LP(RnB,r~.Zr,,+r-‘~~U~~LP,RnB~x~.Zr~, 1 (3.15) i=O 
for every* x0 E 0 and r > 0. 
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Proqf For each .x0 E Q and r > 0 let 8 be a function satisfying 
06 C”(R”) 
e(x) = 1 for II- .x0] < r, O(x) = 0 for 1s -x01 > 2”‘r, 
IiY/2x,(.u)l <3/r for i= 1, . . . . n, XER”. 
Then the function Bu satisfies (3.7), with 8, replaced by 8. Choosing 8~ as 
test function in (3.7), and using the inequalities 11411 L~,nnB,ly.zl zr,, d 
cone rllv4ll L~lRn Bl.ro,Z1 bll for 4 E W’i2(Q n B(sO, 21’2r)), and ab <-a2 + 
~-‘b’, we prove easily the existence of K, > 0 such that 
1 (3.16) 
which implies the statement for p = 2. 
Let us show the statement for 2 < p 6 2n(n - 2) if n > 2 (no restriction if 
n < 2). By Theorem 3.1 applied to Eq. (3.7), we get 
IIW rt’l.r(nj 
i- 3r-‘C, i IlaqlIx+ i lla,+billx 
i,.j= 1 r=l > 
x II4 LP(Rn B(.yo,?l $)I + Cpiiaiiu.y,e.y,ii I’f@). 
By the Sobolev embedding theorem, every test function 4~ W’,“‘(Q) 
belongs also to Ly’(Q), with q’ = np/(np - n - p), and lI#llL9.(n, d 
kp.l1411 W’.P(c2). Therefore, by (3.16) we get 
ihi4,u VftRI 
<jr-‘/c,, i llaiill % (2”‘20,r”)” JJ+’ tip “” 
i.j=l 
x i II&II L+Q n B&,.2’ ‘r)b 
i= I 
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where w,, is the measure of the unit n-dimensional ball. Summing up, we 
find 
IIWI W~.P(f2) dconst. 
[ 
5 llf,ll LPtQnn,.ro.2r,, + -‘II4 LPtnnsc.ro.2r,, . 
i=O 1 
Since flu = u on B(x,, r) and Q is bounded, we get the statement for every 
p E [4, 2n(n - 2)]. Repeating the same procedure, we can prove the state- 
ment for every p E [4,2n(n - 4)] if n > 4, for every p if n < 4. After [n/2] 
steps, the proof is finished. 1 
We shall use also a version of the Stewart’s Theorem in the case where 
Q is replaced by the whole R” or by R’: = ( J = ( y , , . . . . y,,) E R”: yn > 0). 
The proof can be found in the appendix of [ 11: 
PROPOSITION 3.5. For every p>n there are R’>O, M’>O, 8’> ~42 such 
that if (11 > R’, larg II < 0’ and hg LP(R”), then problem 
Au--Au=h in R” 
has a unique solution u E W2.p(R”), and 
Ilull LztRnj< Ml11 -’ sup{ 14n.2p llhll L”~E(.~.lil~“,):~~~R’~}. 
Analogously, if h E Lp( R”+ ), then problems 
i 
Au-Au=h in R’: , Au-Au=h in R:, 
du/dy,,(r’, , . . . . J’n - , , 0) = 0, U(I’[, . . . . yH-,,O)=O 
are uniquely solvable in W’.P( R”, ), and in both cases we have 
II4 * Lx,R” )<M’IAI -’ s~p(lAl”~~~ llhliL~,g,r,,j,,-,.~,): XER’:)-. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. Also this proof is in three steps: first we show 
the estimate 1i1’,2 llulix <Clllu-Aullx for every UED(A) and YES,, 
adapting the Stewart’s proof to our situation. Lemma 3.4 is used here. 
Then, by means of some estimates used in the first step, we prove that 
sup-yen Iiln:@ II4 ~1.P(Rr,B(.,.lil~‘2]] 6 Clllu-Aullx VUED(A). In the third 
step we show that 111 /lull x d CII1.u - Aull x VU E D(A) by locally flattening 
the boundary to reduce our problem to a similar one in R” or in R”, , and 
using Proposition 3.5. 
First step: the estimate of Ilull x. Let p > n, J. E S,,~E X, and let u E V,, 
be the solution of AU - A,u =f: Let x,, E 0 and r > 0, and let 8 be a func- 
tion satisfying (3.13). Then c = 0u satisfies (3.7). with 8, replaced by 8. By 
Theorem 3.1 we have 
I4 IIQull ,/; + IAl “I IIW L~,R, + ll~ull Lvl.~(~) 
G CpIIDi[f,B +apOr,l +f,8-.fi8,+a,iu.,,e.,+ (aj+bi) &II c’;(n) 
G c, i llfill L”(RnB,ro.2r,~ 
( i=O 
+2rp’ J, llaiJllx + i Ilai+billx) 
( / ;= I 
x Ilull L~(,,B~.,,.2r,,+ llf,~~,ll v;,n, + lla,iu.y,~.J v;cn, . 
) 
On the other hand, by the Sobolev embedding theorem and Lemma 3.4 
with p replaced by np/(n + p), we get 
Il.&II rr7ra, d 2r-‘k,, 1 Ilhll L~n,‘“t”‘(RnB(.~~.2r)) 
i=l 
6 2(2”~u,,)‘~‘~+ ,@ k,.r”‘p i Il.hll x, 
i= 1 
Ilaii4,8,11 vp’,R, 1 <2rp1kp, i llaiill, i IIu.~,II~~~I~+~~,~~~(.~~.~~), 
i. j = , i= I 
d2rp’kp, i llai,llx K,p..,n+pj 
i.,= I
d 2k,. K,,p..f,, + p,(4”0,,)“‘r+ “P rnp 
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so that 
< My”;p 
( 
,co llf,ll, +r”~‘l14,)7 (3.17) 
where M does not depend on A, f, .x0, r. We recall now that, since p > n, for 
each E >O there is C(E) (not depending on x,,, r) such that for every 
<E W’~p(R n B(x,, 2r)) we have 
d C(E) rpN’P II’:IlL~,0nB,rg.2r,,+~~1 ~“ pl1511 w~.rlnnB~ro.Zr~l~ (3.18) 
In particular, if -yO is any maximum point for 1~1, we have II uIJ LY ,R, = 
IIWI L’(RnB(.ro.*r))’ so that from (3.17) and (3.18) we get 
llullLncn,< C(E) rp”,‘p Il~~llL~~RnB~.m.2r~~+~~‘~n~‘pll~~ll Wb(Q B(.ro.2r)  
Q WC(e) I4 p1’2 + Er) i: llf,ll LxtR, 
,=O 
+ M(C(E) IE.I-1L.‘2 r-’ +E) IIuIILZIR,. 
Choosing now E = 1/4M and r = 2MC(&) 111~ ‘,’ we find 
(3.19) 
Ilull LL(R) G cIIil -I” C llfillLz(C2, (3.20) 
i=o 
with C, = 3MC(s), and the first step is proved. 
Second step: rhe estimate of ~~uII~,,~,~,~~,.~,,~,-,.:),. Let x,~liZ and 
r > 0, and let 8 be a function satisfying (3.13). By (3.17) and (3.20) we have 
so that, choosing r = )I) -“2, we find 
II~IIt~1.P(RnB(x~,,;.,-12,,~:M(~+~,~ i IlfA,. 
i=O 
(3.21) 
Third step: the estimate of IIuI~~. Let AE S, be such that IAl > R’, 
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larg AI < 8’, where R’ and 8’ are given by Proposition 3.5. Let v and fik 
(k = 1, . . . . N) be defined as in the proof of Step 2 in Theorem 3.1. Then we 
have 
h - Di(st’/sxi) = D,Cfiek + atju(ek).Y,l +&Ok -mu, + ~,i~.r,~wy, 
+(ai+bi)u(e,),+A,o,-D;(do/~x,) 
= ho + D,h, in Q, k=N+l,..., N+M. (3.22) 
If we extend the functions t’ and A., to the whole R”, setting A,(X) = V(X) = 0 
for each x E R”\,Q, c satisfies also 
AC - D,(dc/Sx,) = h, + D,h, in R”. (3.23) 
Moreover, for k= 1, . . . . N we have 
lfi, - D;(di&/ltui) =yo + Dij=, + dii, - D;(c%,/d.xi) 
= A, + Dih, in rk, k= 1, . . . . N, (3.24) 
and, extending the functions fi, and zj to the whole R”, by setting 
Ej(.-c) = Z&(X) = 0 for x E R”, \ rk, then we have 
117, - Di(&,/Sxi) = h, + D;h; in R’: . (3.25) 
The right hand sides of (3.23) and (3.25) belong to V;(R”) and to 
V;(R’;), respectively. Thanks to Step 2, they have the property 
II’zjll Lp(B(.\-,lil-12)) < const. 111 -n,Zp i Il.L.ll x for each j = 1, . . . . n, x E R”, 
i=O (3.26) 
lli;,ll LptB,J,,i,-L 2,) d const. 14 pn’2p (go Ilfill x for each j= 1, . . . . n, PER”+. 
(3.27) 
We claim that u= II,+ Djt;, where for j = 0, . . . . n, zlj E W”qp(R”) is the 
solution of 
i~;-Al~~=h, in R” (3.28) 
and A is the Laplace operator. The function u. satisfies 
(ho - D;(h,/d?r,), q5) = 1 [E.u,$+ Su,/dx; $.,,I d-x 
R” 
=-J fJ 11, d.v = (ho, 4 >, 
V4 E W’.p(Rn). 
R” 
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Moreover we have D,v, = aai/dxj for every j= 1, . . . . n. On the other hand, 
~ti = avijaxj satisfies 
=- 5 hj$.r, d-x= <Djh,v 4>, t/d E W’,“‘(R”). R" 
Summing up, we find that v0 + Djvj = v,, + &:/a,u, is a solution of the same 
problem solved by v. By the uniqueness part of part of Proposition 3.5, 
L)= v0 + Djvj. Therefore IIo(I X < x& 11 t;Il ic. We apply again Proposition 3.5, 
with u = vj, h = h, and p > n fixed: we get, recalling (3.26), 
We employ the same procedure to estimate II&II,. However, we have to be 
careful at the boundary, and to distinguish between the Dirichlet and the 
Neumann boundary condition. First we consider the Dirichlet problem: we 
shall show that for every k= 1, . . . . N, we have ii,= u,+ Djuj, where for 
j = 0, . . . . n- 1, uiE W2,p (R: ) n WkP(R”, ) is the solution of 
hi - Auj = h, in R:, 
Uj(,)1,,..., )‘n-(,O)=O 
and for j = n, U, E Wl.“(R”+ ) is the solution of 
Au,, -Au,, = h, in R”,, 
aU,/aY,,h, . . . . Y,, - L, 0) = 0. 
For every ~+4 E W,$ P’(R: ) we get easily (ho- Di(dvo/dxi), 4) = (h,, d). 
Setting zj= auj/ayj for j= 1, . . . . n, then z,(y,, . . . . yn- 1, 0), and 
(nzj-Di(az,laxi), 4) 
+i -hi&+ au,/@,, $,.. - i du,/ay, TV, 
dy,, . . . . dy,,- , 
( .‘” = 0 } r=, 1 
= (Djhjv d>, Vq5 E W$“‘( R”, ). 
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Summing up, we find that u0 + Djuj= u0 + duj/dxi is a solution of the 
Dirichlet problem solved by ii,, so that ii, = u0 + Djuj. Arguing as before, 
we find 
lli&lr. dconst. IAlp’ i Ilfill,. (3.29) 
i-0 
In the case of the Neumann problem, we have ii,= u,+ D,ui, where, for 
j=O, . . . . n- 1, u.iE W ‘,“(R’:) is the solution of 
E,u, - A5 = hj in R’: , 
~q3,b’I, . . . . .I’,,+, , 0) = 0 
and for j=n, U,,E W2,p(R”+)n WiP(R’;) is the solution of 
i14, - Au,, = h, in R:, 
u,(.Y I,..., ?‘,,-,,O)=O. 
Also in this case, (3.29) holds, and the statement follows. 1 
Now we characterize the interpolation spaces DA@ co) between X and 
D(A) for 0 <B-C 1, /I # l/2. We recall that for every T such that 
R(r,A)=(t-A))’ exists for all raT, we have 
D,(p, ‘CC)= (xEX: [~]~,~=sup IIf”AR(t, A)ullx< cxj}, 
r>r 
and the norm 
ll-d/LT= II-dx+ Cxl/L-r 
is equivalent to the DA@, ~0) norm. For other properties of such spaces, 
we refer to [18]. The main part of the proof deals with the case 
l/2 < fi < 1; the case 0 < p < l/2 is a simple consequence. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. We hatle 
DAB, 0s) = 
C-Q- ‘(i-2) for o<p< l/2, 
c$-I(Q)= {uEC2~-1(a):ul~n=0} for 1/2<B< 1 
in the case of the Dirichlet boundary condition, and 
“(” %)= i 
C2s-‘(Q) 
C’p-‘(12) 
for 0 </I < l/2, 
,for t/2 </I < 1 
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in the case of the Neumann boundary condition, with equivalence of the 
respective norms. 
ProoJ For l/2 <p< 1 let us show the inclusion C2pP’(8)~D,(j?, co) 
both in the cases of the Dirichlet and of the Neumann boundary condi- 
tions. It is not difficult to see that every element of DA(b, ‘x;) is indeed a 
continuous function: actually, for every YED~(~, ‘xi) and for t >s> R 
(R is given in Theorem 3.2) we have 
tR(t.A)y-sR(s,A)y=j-&r[sR(rA)y]dr 
5 
= - ’ R(t, A) AR(T, A) 7 dr (3.30) 
so that, since IIAR(t, A)/1 L,Dl,a r ,,x, < Kz PB for some positive constant K, 
we get, using also estimate (3.5’), ’ 
This implies that y = lim,, ~ tR( t, A)y is a continuous function, and also 
(3.31) 
In the case of the Dirichlet boundary condition, tR(t, A)7 vanishes on %2, 
so that, by (3.31), also y vanishes on dQ. 
Let us show now that 1 is Holder continuous. For each x, YE fi with 
O< I-r- ~1 CR-‘;’ (R is given by Theorem 3.2) we have, choosing 
t= I.x-~l~~ and using (3.31), 
IY(~~)-Y(.Y)I d M-x)- (tR(t, Ah’)(x)1 + I(tNt, Ah)(x) 
- (tR(t, Ah)(.~)l + I(Nt, A)y)(sv-y(~)l 
G2lltNt, A)~-~llx + CtR(t, A)YI~~P~L,~,~,~,,~~~z~,I~-~I~~~’ 
~WP)I-- Y12p-- ll11llD,,/T.~, 
+ CtNt, A)yl~‘~-~~or,~,r.~~~.?,)I.~-yl~~-’. 
By the Sobolev embedding theorem we have, for q > p = n/(2 - 20), 
[tR(t, A)ylC~~-~~rr~B,x.,~~~~,~kqt~n’2”-ppiq’~tR(t, A)ylwi.u(nn~(x,,-1.2)). 
(3.32) 
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<C(l -tz/2q-o)p’ t’~“~?q~HllyllDA(~,X) + RC,llyll x 
so that, using (3.32), we obtain [tR(t, A)l’]c~p-lrrZ)nB,x,r~, z), < const. 
Ilvll Dd/?, r 1’ and the inclusion CzB-‘(Q) 3 D,4(/3, ,xi) is proved. 
Let us show now that C’“- ‘(Sz) (resp. CzP- ‘(a)) is contained in 
DA(fl, a ) in the case of the Neumann (resp. Dirichlet) boundary condition. 
We can assume that K! is smooth, since the case of C’ boundary can be 
recovered by locally flattening the boundary and using a partition of unity. 
Then, by well known regularity results, for every t > 0 the solution R( t, A) u 
of the variational problem IV - D,(dtl/dx,) = u belongs to CZB’ ‘(a) and it 
is a solution in the classical sense; i.e., TV - do = u in R and &l/&r = 0 (resp. 
u = 0) on aR. Hence, R(t, A)u belongs to D(A). Moreover, since the 
realization that the Laplace operator with the Neumann (resp. Dirichlet) 
boundary condition generates an analytic semigroup in C 2g- ‘(Q) (see 
[l]) (resp. in C’@-‘(G), see [lo]), we have 
IIR(r, A)ullC.LB~I,a,<const. ~F’IIuII~LP-~‘~,; 
IlAR(c A)ull c~~-~,a, d cow. Ilull c:~m~,o, 
for large t, say c>, T. Since II~IIc~,n,~c(ll~llC:p+l,nl)‘~a (I1411c~~~~,~,)B for 
every q4E CZa+‘(G), we get 
IIR(t, A)4 cI,oT) 6 const. t-“Ilull c~~m~tn,. (3.33) 
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Therefore for each t 2 max{ T, R) we have, by (3.5) and (3.33): 
IIfAR(t, A)ulJ,,<t”[AR(t, A)u-AR(t, A)u]ll,.+ IItPAR(t, A)ull.y 
= IIrB+‘(R(t, A)u- R(t, A)u)ll,+ (It” AR(t, A)ull, 
= IItP+‘R(t, A)(,4 -A)R(t, A)ullx+ IItB AR(t, A)ulix 
d Cllt”(A - A)R(t, A)ulI,+ IIt’ AR(t, A)ull, 
Gconst. ))t”VR(r, A)uJJccn,Gconst. (IuI(~+I,~). 
Hence u belongs to DA@, CG), and the statement is proved in the case 
l/2 < j3 < 1. Let us consider now the case 0 <b < l/2. By the Reiteration 
Theorem, we have 
(&I, c~~2@)),,~3. x 9 in the case of the 
Dirichlet boundary condition, 
= (6 c’:2(i2)),,:,.,, in the case of the 
Neumann boundary condition 
so that in both cases DA@, xj) is independent on A, and we can choose 
A = A (in the variational sense: Au = -Di(i?u/dxi)). We can assume again 
that 852 is smooth. First, we characterize the space 
DJb+ 1, m)= (VEX: dy~D,(p, co)} 
=(Dd(B+1/2,cc),Dd(B+3/2,1~,))1;2.,. 
Since /I + l/2 > l/2, we have Dd(j3 + l/2, c~) = C2s(&?) in the case of the 
Dirichlet boundary condition, and Dd(/l + l/2, 3cj) = C’“(B) in the case of 
the Neumann boundary condition. Moreover we have 
Dd(B+3/2, w(j)= {?I’ED(A): A~EC;~(@} 
={ygC ;B+2(8): A.l’liin=O} 
in the case of the Dirichlet boundary condition, and 
D,,(/l+3/2, co)= {y~D(d): dy~C’~(@} 
= {yEC2~+2(i2):i?y/i?v=0) 
in the case of the Neumann boundary condition. Using now [lo, 11, 
respectively, we find Dd(j3 + 1, cc,) = C, 28 + ‘(a) in the case of the Dirichlet 
boundary condition, and Dd(p + 1, xi) = (7 E Czg+ l(D): 8y/dv =0} in the 
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case of the Neumann boundary condition. The statement follows now from 
[4; 19, Chap. 31, respectively. 1 
Remark 3.7. One cannot expect that the elements of DA( l/2, co) are 
continuous functions. However, C(a) is continuously embedded in 
DA( l/2, m), in the cases of both the Dirichlet and the Neumann boundary 
conditions: actually, for each continuous function 7 we have, due to 
Cl% 161, 
for each sufficiently large t > 0. Since D,( l/2, ‘x) = 0,4( l/2, cc), the 
statement follows. 
4. THE AUTONOMOUS CASE 
We consider here problems (0 < I, < t, 6 T) 
uEC’([t,, f,];,~)n.“+‘,,2.‘+‘([to, r,] xSZ), 
u,= d(to)4t) +.fo(f) + ~ifi(~), t,<t<t,, 
u(t,, .K) = o,(x), s E 0, 
4r, -K) = g(r, .u), t,<t<t,, XESR 
and 
tr.EC’([tO, t,];E)nC”+“‘:‘.‘+“([r,, t,]xSZ) 
w’(t) = d(to)w(t) + h,(t) + D$,(r), t,<t<t,, 
w(to, x) = we(x). XEQ 
where 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
+ bi(f9 sy) L,Cx) dCr,(-y) + dt, -y)5(x) ~.~,(-r)] d-X 
VIE W’~p(f2), p> 1, O<t< T (4.3) 
hj(f, x) =.f;(r, x)- li(& s), j = 0, . . . . n,O<td T (4.4) 
and the functions 1, are given by Proposition 2.5. 
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Before writing a representation formula for the solutions of (4.1) and 
(4.2) we recall a well known proposition. 
FRoPoSITI~N 4.1. There is a mapping D such that 
D E L( C’(ilQ), C’(D)) vo E co, 21, 
(D<)(x) = t(x) vg E C( aa), vx E x2. 
(4.5) 
We shall show that the solutions of (4.1) and (4.2) are given respectively 
by the representation formulas 
i 
I 
u(t)=e”~‘O’AL’O+ e”~““[f(s)+~~(tg) Dg(s)] ds 
d 10 
.I 
-A 
! 
e” ms’A Dg(s) ds, to< 1 d t, 
10 
(4.6) 
M,(t) = e ’- rObA~i~O + s ’ e”+ “‘Ah(.s) ds, to<t<t,, (4.7) 10 
where erA is the semigroup generated by the realization of the operator 
&(tO) with zero Dirichlet (resp. Neumann) boundary condition in the 
space EO (resp. E), .f=fo + D;f;, h = h, + D,h,. To this aim we recall some 
regularity results for the abstract parabolic equation 
v’(t)=Ao(t)+gl(t), to<t<t,, 
L’(to) = L’o 
(4.8) 
whose proofs may be found in [ 13, 111. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let X be a Banach space, and let A: D(A) c X --, X 
generate an analytic semigroup erA in X. Then: 
(a) If4 belongs to C([to, t,l;X)nB(Ct,, t,l;DA(b co)) WP< 1) 
and u,, E D(A), ALI, E D,(/?  ‘w), then the function 
r f tl( t)= e (I kdAUo + e(f-SJAqb(s) ds, to<t<t,, (4.9) ” 4 
is the unique solution of (4.8); both ~1’ and Av belong to C( [to, t,]; X)n 
B( [to, t,]; DA(,$ co)). There is c, >O such that 
Ilull C’([Q. r,]:XJ + ll”‘llB~~lo,r,,:Dl,B.r IJ + 11 Aull B([ro.rI];D,(/3,r,)) 
Gc,(lldll B([Io,I,]:D,(p, ?dJ+ ll~ollDlA~+ Il~~olln.4w,ccJ~ (4.10) 
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(b) If 4 belongs to @([to, t,];X) and DYED, Au,+&t,)~ 
DA(p, a)), then both ~1’ and At? belong to CP( [t,, t,]; X), and 2)’ belongs to 
B( [to, t,]; DA(fl, E’)). There is c2 > 0 such that 
II L’II d’+‘c[r”,r,];x,+ Il~‘IIB([lo.r,]:D~(P,~),+ ll %4[ro,r,];x~ 
bCz(ll~llc-r,,~ro.r,,:‘~,+ Il~‘ollD,.4,+ IIA~l,+~(t,)llo.,(~.~,). (4 11) 
(c) rf 4 belongs to C”([tO, t,]; 0,(/l, m)) with t3+p> 1, and 
&to) = 0, the function 
;(t)=.4u(t)=Ajle”~“R/()ds, t,<t<t,, (4.12) 
hl 
belongs to CH+B( [ to, t,]; X), z(t) + 4(t) belongs to D(A)for et’erJ* t, and 
z’(t) = A(=(0 +4(t)), t,<t<t,. (4.13) 
Moreover 2’ belongstoB([t,, t,];D,(B+fl-1, z~))nC”+~-‘([It,, t,];X), 
and there is C~ > 0 such that 
II-II d+“([r”.r,];m + II-“11 B,Clo.r,,:D,,B+S-L.r,,~~3l~~llC”,Cro,r,,;o,,B.rI~. (4.14) 
The quantities c,, cl, c3 remain bounded as t, - t, + 0. 
Now we can prove the main results of this section. Next Theorems 4.3 
and 4.5 deal with. the Dirichlet problem (4.1); Theorem 4.6 deals with the 
Neumann problem (4.2). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let R be a bounded open set in R” li,ith C2 boundar): 
and let 
aq, ai, hi, c, .fo, he C"-'(QT) Vij= 1, . . . . n; 
gEc 
(1+x1.‘2.1+“(~T)~ 
(4.15) 
Let moreover ( 1.4) hold. Then for every u0 E C ’ ‘“(8) such that ~0,~~ = 
g(to, .), the function u defined in (4.6) belongs to C’([t,, t,]; E,)n 
c1.2tx.2. I fcr ([to, tl] x Q), and it is the unique solution of (4.1). There is 
K, > 0 (independent of t,,, t, ) such that 
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Proof: Set u = u, + u2, with 
u,(r)=e(r~‘o’A(~~O-Dg(to)) 
+ J’ e(r-sJA [f(s) + d(to) Ws)l & t,<t<t,, 
10 
(4.17) 
u2(t) = -A jr e”p’JA[Ws) - Dg(t,)] ds + Dg(t,), to< t< t,. 
10 
Let US consider first the function u,: its properties will be established by 
applying Proposition 4.1(a), with X= E,. The initial value a0 - fIg( to) 
belongs to D(A) thanks to the compatibility condition uOlaR = g(to, . ), and 
A( v. - Dg( to)) = a( to) u0 + &(I,) Dg( to) belongs to C”- ‘(Q) because both 
II~ and Dg(t,) are in C ’ +“(a). Thanks to Proposition 3.6, A(u, - Dg(t,)) 
belongs to D,(cr/2, a). Moreover, since s -+ Dg(s) belongs to B([to, t,]; 
C”“(~))nC([to, t,]; C’(B)), then s-f(s)+d(t,) Dg(s) belongs to 
C(Cto, tll;~o)n~(C~o, r,l; c-“W)), and hence (due again to Proposi- 
tion 3.6) to B( [to, t,]; D,(a/2, co)). By Proposition 4.2(a), we get 
~1 E C’(Cto, [,I; Eo)n C(Cto, [,I; D(A)), 
u’,, Au, E 4Cto, t,l; D,(dL ~~11, 
II~~lIC~,~,o.r,,;~a,+ IlU~IIB~~r~,r,,;D~(or;.2.~,)+ llAUlllB(~ro.r,,:DA(alZ,r,l 
d c,( 11~11 B([ro,r,]:DA(a~2,z)l+ lI~o--dto)llDL4, 
+ IIA(~,-Dg(to))ll~~(~.2.~,)r 
and 
u’,(t) = 4to)u,(t) +f(t) + d(to) Dg(t), to< td t,, 
u,(to) = uo - Dg(to), (4.18) 
u,(t)(x)=0 on iiQ, t,<t<t,. 
Since Au, belongs to B([r,, t,]; D,(a/2, a)), we get d(t,) u1 E 
NCto, r,l; c -‘+“W)), so that, by [4] and the equality u,(t, .),$o=O, it 
follows u, EB( [r,, t,]; C”“(o)). Since u; too belongs to B([t,, t,]; 
D,(a/2, co)), then u, E Lip([t,, r,]; D,(c(/2, co))= Lip([t,, t,]; C-‘+“(Q)). 
By Lemma2.3 we obtain now u,~C~‘+~‘~~~‘+~([r,,t,]x~) and 
IlUlll C’([rO.r,];Eo) + IlUlll Ct’+~~~.‘+~l[fO.r,] X0] 
with C, not depending on to, t,. 
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Let us consider now the function u2. Since g belongs to 
C”+X”2([t0, t,]; C(&X)), then Dg belongs to C’L+x)~2([t0, tr]; C(D)). By 
Remark 3.7, s + Dg(s) - Dg(t,) belongs to C”+“)‘2( [r,, t,]; DA( l/2, a)), 
so that, by Proposition 4.1(c) (with X= E,, 8 = (1 +~)/2, /?= l/2), we 
obtain 
U2E c ‘+a 2(CL3, [,I; J%), 
u,-DD,d”“([t,, t,]; D(A)), 
A(u, - Dg) E 4 [to, t,l; DA& ~11, 
Ilu2ll cl+‘+Cra.r,l;~,,j+ IIA(uz - Dg)llB,Clo.r,,:0~,1..2,x,, 
~~~Il~IlC~‘~+~“([~o.r,]:D.~(1.2,r.I~’ 
and 
u;(t) = Mto)(uz(t) - Q(t)), t,<t<t,, 
uz(to) = Dg(ro), (4.20) 
uz(tK~) = (Dg(t)M-x) = At, x) on dQ, t,<t<t,. 
Since d(to)(u2-Dg) belongs to B([t,, t,]; D,(c(/2, cc))=B([t,, f,]; 
C’-‘(Q)) and u2 - Dglm = 0, then, by [4], u2 - Dg belongs to B( [to, t,]; 
C’+‘(a)), so that u2 does also. Since u;=d(f0)(u2- Dg)EB([r,, t,]; 
D,(ct/2, co)), then u2 belongs to Lip([t,, t,]; C-‘(Q)). Hence, by 
Lemma 2.3, u2 belongs to C(‘fr”2.’ +‘( [to, z,] x Q), and there is C, > 0 
(not depending on t,, t,) such that 
II u2 II c’+‘+[l”,r,]:Eo)+ II~2IIC”+‘~~.‘+~([f~.l,]Xa)~~2II~ll.~~+~:.~+~([ro.r,]x~R,. 
(4.21) 
Summing up (4.18) and (4.20), we find that u= u, + u2 is a solution to 
(4.1). By (4.19) and (4.21) we get u~C(‘+~)‘~‘~+~([r,,, t,] xB), 
u, E C( [to, t,]; E,), and estimate (4.16) follows. Uniqueness of the solution 
of (4.1) is a simple consequence of uniqueness in homogeneous 
equations. 1 
Remark 4.4. Assumption g E E([t,, t,]; C’+a(aQ)) is obviously 
necessary to get u E B( [r,, t,]; C ’ +“(n)). However, assumption g E 
C’1+‘)‘2([t,, I,]; C(%2)) also is necessary to get u~B([t~, I,]; C’+*(0)), 
U,EC(Cfo, t,l; J%)nNCL3, t,l; c- l”(Q)): actually, it is not difficult to 
seethatu,~C([t,,t,];E,)nB([~,,t,];C-’+~(1;2))impliesu~Lip([t,,t,]; 
C-“*(Q)), so that, by Lemma 2.3, u belongs to C”+or”2~‘+z( [to, r,] x0), 
and g= u(t),,,n must belong to C “+z).‘2.‘+z([t0, t,] xim). 
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We prove now the C”*.’ regularity result. 
THEOREM 4.5, Let 52 be a bounded open set in R” with C2 boundary, 
and let 
aq’ai, bi, c~fo,fiECaf23’(Q~) Vi, j= 1, . . . . n, 
ll+zl;2.ltn(~~)~ gEc 
(4.22) 
Let moreover (1.4) hold. Then for every vO~CLfn(~) such that v~,$~= 
g(t,, .), the function u defined in (4.6) belongs to C1+“*([tO, t,]; &)n 
c(‘+a)‘*,‘+y[fo, tl] XB), and it is the unique solution of (4.1). There is 
K, > 0 (independent of to, t,) such that 
Ilull c’+~‘,[,o . ,,:E@+ ll~llC’l+~‘“.~+~,lrg.r,,xn, 
SK2 Ilvollc~+~,o,+ i llfillc~~qcro .,,, xa,+ ll~llc~~+~r~~.~+~,C,o,r,,x~n~ 
( 
. 
i=O > 
(4.23) 
Proof: Thanks to Theorem 4.3, we have only to show that u belongs to 
C’+a.‘2([t0, tl];Eo). Set again u=u,+u2, where u, and u2 are defined in 
(4.17). Concerning the function u,, let us check that the assumptions 
of Proposition 4.2(b) are satisfied with X= E, and /II= a/2. As before, 
the initial value u. - Dg(r,) belongs to D(A); in addition, now, the 
function s + f(s) + d(to) Dg(s) belongs to C@“( [to, t,]; Eo). Moreover 
A(u, - &(t,)) + f(t,) + 4kd~g(t,) = 4to)uo + f(t,) below to 
Cy-r(Q) because both addenda do, and then, thanks to Proposition 3.6, it 
belongs to D,(a/2, so). Therefore we can apply Proposition 4.2(b), getting 
u, E c ’ +a;*( [to, t,]; E,), 
IIUIIIC’+“,Clo.r,,;~~, <C,(llf +d(to) bAIC”([,o.,,]:~o)+ II~,-~g(t,)ll.,,, 
+ ll~(to)~o+f(to)ll D4,z;2. & 
so that 
< c3 11~~011 Cl”(~)
( 
+ i llhllp2. ‘([to.r,]xcJ) + llgll Cl’+““+‘([ro,r,]XPR) 
I=0 > 
(4.24) 
with C, independent of to, t, . From the proof of Proposition 4.3 we know 
that u2-Dg(tO)EC ‘+x~2([to, t, J; E,) (so that +E C’f*‘2([to, t,]; E,)), 
and estimate (4.21) holds. Hence, the statement follows. 1 
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We prove now a result similar to the one of Theorem 4.5 in the case of 
the Neumann boundary condition. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let 52 be a bounded open set in R” \+ith C2 boundary 
and let 
a,, a,, b;, c, fo, hi C"'2x'(Q~) Vi, j = 1, . . . . n, 
(4.25 
get JL 2J( S,). 
Let moreover ( 1.4) hold. Then for every w,, E C ’ + “(a) such that 
ab(t,, x) 8w,/8xj(x) vi(x) +a,(t,, x) Ids wO(x) + fi(t,, x) vi(x) = g(to, x) 
for XEK?, the function w defined in (4.7) belongs to C’fa,2([t,,, t,]; E)n 
C”+a”2*1+m([t0, t,] xQ), and it is the unique solution of (4.2). There is 
K, > 0 (independent of t,, t, ) such that 
II \4 cl+.‘,[to.r,];E)+ II~~‘llcl’+~~~‘+‘([r”.f,]xo, 
<K, II~dc~+~,~1~ 
( 
+ i IlfrllC~~. ‘,[ r,,,,,, xo,+ ll~llC”~‘l[r~.l,]x~Rl 
,=O > 
(4.26) 
and for euery t E [to, t, 1, .Y E dQ we haoe 
Proof: We apply Proposition 4.2(b), with X= E, /3 = ~(12, 4 = h, and 
u. = K’~. The function h belongs to Cz.‘?( [to, t ,I; E), w. belongs to 
C”‘(a)cD(A), and 
Au~o+~z(tO)=Di(aii(to, ~)~/~~~~ui,t~o)+Di(ai(to, .) w )+bi(to, ~)d/ii.u,w, 
+~~~O,~~~~‘0+~iCfr~~O~~~-~;(~O,~~1+fO~~Or~)-1O~t0,~~ 
belongs to C;‘+‘(Q), because the functions 
x + av(to, x) d/h, w,(x) + a,(t,, x) wO(x) +L.(t,, x) - Ir(tO, .u), 
SK+ b,(to, X) d/S-K, ~t’o(~) + c(toy X) \I’~(x) + fo(toy .~)-lo(to, SK), 
are in C’+‘(D), and the compatibility condition 
a,(t,, .) i7wO/6q( .) vL( .) + a,(t,, .) vi( .)wo( .) 
+fi(t03.)t’j(.)=g(t0, ‘)=lj(rO*.)Vj(‘) on X2 
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holds (see Proposition 2.5). On the other hand, by Proposition 3.6, we have 
C;‘+‘(Q) = D,4(~/2, XI)). Applying Proposition 4.2(b), we find 
),’ E c 1 + a;2 (C4k r,l; .a M”EB([~,, t,]; D,(c(/2, ix])), 
II )d c’+~~~CGl,l,1;El+ lIM”II B([r&r,];D4(1;2.r )I) 
d c2( IIM C’.+[,“.,,];E) + lI~~‘ollD,.4,+ IIAU’o+h(t,)ll,,(,;,,,,), 
and 
w’(t) = Aw( t) + h(t), t,<t,<t,, 
tc( to) = 11’0. 
(4.28) 
Moreover, since IV’E B( [to, t,]; D,(cr/2, co)), then it belongs also to 
B( [to, t,]; C;“‘(Q)), by Proposition 3.6. Setting HI’= to + Disi, with 
5,EB([to, t,]; C’(Q)) for j=O, . . . . n, we have d(t,,)tv=Aw= --~‘+h= 
to+& + Di(ti+hi), SO that, by [19, Chap. 33, \V belongs to B( [to, r,]; 
C’+Or(i2)). Since \v’EC’+“~ ([to, [,I; E) n WC&, [,I; DA@, ‘=G)), then 
n~~Lip([t,,r,];D,(~/2, co)). By Lemma 2.3 we get u’~C”+~);‘,‘+~([f~,f,] 
xQ), and 
(4.29) 
Finally, since A(~)M~(I)+~(~)=M~‘(~)EC’~‘+~(Q) for every t in [t,, t,], 
then (4.27) holds. The theorem is so proved. 1 
We give now a counterexample to a maximal regularity result similar to 
the one of Theorem 4.5 in the case of the Neumann boundary condition. It 
is based on a counterexample [ 141 to a maximal regularity result for 
non-variational Cauchy-Dirichlet problems. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. There exist a smooth bounded open set 52 and a func- 
tionfE Cp12( [0, T]; C(n)) n B( [0, T]; C’(Q)), with 0 < p < TV < 1, such that 
the solution w of problem 
IV, = Diwy, + D, f, O<t<T, 
w( 0, x) = 0, XEQ, (4.30) 
dw/ih = 0 on i?Q 
does nor belong to B([O, T]; C”“l(B)). 
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Proof. Let R, u be defined as in [ 14, p. 3521 and let f = f, be defined 
as in [14, p. 3531. Then R is a smooth open set such that 
~),~R’::1~1<6}=,n~{~~R::11’1<5), and, f,u:SZ+R vanish on 
(J’E R’: : 1.r > 5}. Moreover, f belongs to Ca:‘( [0, T]; C(Q)) n 
B( [O, r]; C”(Q)), and u is the classical solution of 
u,-Au=f in Q,. 
u(0, ) = 0 in 8, 
u(t, x)=0 in S,. 
u belongs to C ‘fS’2([0, T]; C(fi))nB([O, r]; Cz’s(G)), but it does not 
belong to B([O, T]; C*‘“(Q)) b ecause the second order derivative of u 
with respect to y, does not belong to B([O, T]; C’(n)). Now it is not 
difficult to see that H’= au/?+,, belongs to C’+B;‘( [0, r]; E) n B( [0, T]; 
C”s(D)) and satisfies (4.30). Moreover )V does not belong to B([O, r]; 
C”‘(a)) because dr~/8~,~ does not belong to B([O, r]; C’(n)). 1 
5. THE NON-AUTONOMOUS CASE 
We show here that the same regularity results of the previous section 
hold in the case where the coefficients aij, ai, bi, c depend explicitly on 
time. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 52 be a bounded open set in R” with C’ boundary, 
and let (4.15), (1.4) ho/d. Then for every u0 E C’+‘(Q) such that uOliiR = 
g(O,.), problem (l.lt(l.2) has a unique solution ME C’([O, T]; E,)n 
C(~+Zl.2.~+X(QT). Th ere is K4 > 0 such thal 
Ilull C~([O.T]:Eo) + llullcll+~l~.~+~,Q,, 
G K, 
( 
Iluoll cl+z,s~, + ;go llf,llco.~(Q,,+ ll~ll.l~+~I’.I+I,~~~). (5.1) 
Proof: Clearly, it is sufficient to show that there is b >O such that, if 
0 d to < rr d T and t, - to< 6, then for every USE C”‘(sZ) such that 
uOlsR = &to, .), problem 
u, = d(t) u +fo + DJ;, t,<t<t,, 
u(to, x) = Uo(.T), XEQ (5.2) 
u(t, -u) = g(4 -x), t,~t<t,,+~Eac2 
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is unique solvable, and estimate (4.16) holds. We shall solve (5.2) by a fixed 
point theorem in the space 
y= (UEp’+312.~+y[ to, t,] x l2): u(to) = uo}. (5.3) 
For each IIE Y, the function t+ [d’(t)-d(t0)] u(t)+fo(t)+DiL.(t) 
belongs to C( [to, t,]; E,) n B( [to, t,]; C-“*(n)). By Theorem 4.3, our 
problem is equivalent to the problem of finding a fixed point of the 
mapping r: Y --* Y, l-0 = u, where u is the solution of 
u,=d(t,ju+ [~(~,--~(to)]u+f,+Dj~;, to< t< t,, 
4&J, -vj = hJ(.~), XEQ, (5.4) 
u(t, xj = g(r, -u), t,<t<t,,?cEaf2. 
Let us show that I- is a contraction if I, - to is sufficiently small. For every 
couple tjl, t’? E Y, TV, - Tt’* is the solution of 
+ suP i II Caitt, . ) -ai(t07 )ICt’l - v2)(t) ,o<,<t, ;=, 
+ [bi(t7 -)-bi(tCJ, ‘)I Di(rl -v2)(t)llc~(Q) 
+ sup II Cd& .I - c(t,, )I(~, - L’z)(t)ll cyn,, 
ro<r<r, 
(5.6) 
so that 
iv(4 - u2)ii Cll+ll~.I+l,CIO,,,,Xci,~K(~, -to)“” IIu,-u~II~~~+~~.~.~+~~~~~,,,,~~,, 
(5.7) 
where K depends on T and on the C”‘X(Qr) norm of the coefficients ai,, ui, 
bi, c. Therefore, there is 6 > 0 such that if (r, - to) d 6, then r is a contrac- 
tion in Y with constant l/2: hence, there is a unique fixed point u of r in 
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y. We have U-z(,=T(u-u,)+Tu,-u,, so that, by (5.7) and (4.16) 
we get 
Ilull c+Co.T,:~o+G II Cd(.) -~(~o)l~ll~~.~~~ro,r,, xo  
n 
+ c IIfrIIc~.n,Clo,I,,Xn,+ l~UO~lC.‘fWI 
i=O 
+ II Al 
> 
C”+“~.‘+.([IO.,,]XPR) . 
This concludes the proof. 1 
THEOREM 5.2. Let Q be a bounded open set in R” with C2 boundary, and 
let ($2 1 ), ( 1.4) hold. Then for every u. E C ’ + “( 8) such that u. I iiR = g(0, . ), 
problem (l.lt( 1.2) has a unique solution u, which belongs to 
C lcDL.Iz( [0, T]; E,)n C(1+x”2.‘+n(QT). There is K5 >O such that 
Ilull cl+“:,[o.T,:EO,+ I14c’L+.I?.I+ypr, 
G K, 
( 
ll~oll c-1 +x,0, + i Ilf;llC~‘.yQr,+ llgllcl~+~I~~+~(sr, . (5.9) 
i=O > 
Proof: The proof is quite similar to the one of Theorem 5.1; of course 
we have to apply Theorem 4.5 instead of Theorem 4.3. By assumption 
(4.20) and Theorem4.5, r maps Y into C’+1!2([t0, tl];Eo). Estimates 
(5.8) have to be replaced by 
II~--oIIC~‘+“~~.~+.([l~.r,]xo) ~~ll~~o-uollc”+“‘.l+‘,Cro,,,,X~) 
G2Kz II-d(.) ~ollc~~~.~~c,o.~,lx~~ 
( 
+ i llfrllc~.~..,[rO . ,, x0, 
i=O 
+ Ilg--oil C’l+ll:.‘+l([I”.,,]X~R) ? 
> 
(5.10) 
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+ ll~oll~l+qc7,+ llgll~ll+l,2.1+~,~,,,,,,.~~, . I > 
THEOREM 5.3. Let ZS be a bounded open set in R” with C2 boundary, 
and let (4.25), ( 1.4) hold. Then for every u. E C ’ + “(8) such that 
a,(O, x) &4,/k,(x) vi(x) + a,(O, x) vi(x) uo(x) +fi(O, x) vi(x) = g(0, x) for 
x E dSZ, problem (l.l)-( 1.3) has a unique solution u, which belongs to 
C ‘+a!2( [0, T]; E) n C1’2+z:‘2.1 +“(Q7). There is K, > 0 such that 
Proof: It is very similar to the one of Theorem 5.1; we sketch it down 
for the reader’s convenience. Clearly, it is sufficient to show that there is 
6>0 such that, if O<t,<t,<T and t,-to<& then for every 
WOE C’+a(D) such that a,,(t,, . )~w,/~~~~,(~)vi(.)+ai(to,~)vi(.)wo(~)+ 
fi(t,, .) vA.)=g(t,, .), problem 
w, = A(t) u + ho + Dihi, to<r<t,, 
(5.12) 
w( to) = 240 
is uniquely solvable, and (4.26), (4.27) hold. We shall solve (5.12) by a 
fixed point theorem in the space Y defined in (5.3). 
By Theorem 4.6, our problem is equivalent to find a fixed point of the 
mapping r: Y + Y, TL) = U, where u is the solution of 
w,=A(to)w+ [A(.)-A(to)]v+ho+Dihi, t,dlQt,, 
(5.13) 
w( to) = wo. 
Let us show that r is a contraction if t, - to is sufficiently small. For every 
couple u,, u2 E Y, TV, - TL)~ is the solution of 
WI = A(f,)W + [A( .) - A(t,)](v, - u,), t,<t<t,, 
(5.14) 
w( to) = 0. 
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By estimate (4.26), we have 
so that there exists K> 0, depending on T and on the C*,‘.“(QT) norm of 
the coefficients a,, a,, bi, c, such that 
Therefore, there is 6 > 0 such that if (t, - to) < 6, then r is a contraction in 
Y with constant l/2: hence, there is a unique fixed point u of r in Y, and 
an estimate similar to (5.10) follows easily. This concludes the proof. 1 
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